Yomawari vita trophy guide

Continue

Please provide a roadmap for winning trophies in this game. Time needed for platinum: 10 to 15 hours Trophy difficulty: 4/10 Minimum number of games: 1 Number of trophies, which can be missed: 0 Number of trophies online: 0 Version of the game: 1.01 Released on PS4 and PS Vita October 27, 2017, Yomawari: Midnight Shadows (深夜廻 Shinyomawari) presents itself as a sequel to Yomawari: Night Alone (夜廻 - Yomawari), which was released here only on Sony's latest portable console. Developed by Nippon Ichi Software (NIS), the game allows you to take turns playing Yui and Haru, two new heroes of the story, as they find themselves separated from each other by a mysterious attacker
and eager to join. The graphic recipe for the first installment seems to be preserved with characters with a noticeably cute design evolving in a dark world dotted with horror elements that are shown to you only through a flashlight, sometimes at the very last moment. Borrowing from a very special atmosphere, flashes and moments of ephemeral panic are
affectionately brought to our country through NIS America. First, no trophy can be missed. Most of them will fall naturally, like the Deity of the Guardian Traveler, who asks to be saved twenty times and 80 who will celebrate your 80th death. A good half of the trophies are related to the collection of items, whether lying on the ground and just waiting for them
to be picked up or recovered as a result of concrete actions. Some of these items can only be obtained after the story is over. So I encourage you to progress in different chapters at your own pace given dawn, preferably by searching for places that you will visit to collect as many trinkets as possible during your first visit. During your hellish epic, consider
reading at least five bulletin boards for message boards, regularly opening the garbage bags you pass for treasure hunting, and feel free to hide in the bushes or behind signs to make some threats disappear and get concealed. It will be natural if you use the mechanics of the game. As soon as you see the crows, approach them to try to get the crow. Hitting
a dozen times in can knock down sidetracked when launching about thirty paper planes to land paper planes. Neither of these two objects is particularly hard to find, and you can kick ten in a row in the same can as well thirty times the same paper plane, provided you raised it every time, of course. Do not lose sight of his strong distraction power over ghosts,
especially those who have a knife. Once the story is over and for that you don't have to listen to the voice in the mountains (see Torn Asunder), reboot the game to continue walking around the city in search of missing items in your inventory. Take advantage of the new charm gained to restore the Dog. As you've noticed, there are three different lists of
objects, key items, items usable and collectibles that are legion. If you haven't already, fill in a list of key objects and objects that you could view centrally in the Supplies description. Note, however, that the cat's com, which is obtained by opening garbage bags, is rare. If you don't get it quickly, go straight to the third category of objects, especially the lucky
charms to pick up Lucky Charm. You'll still have plenty of opportunities to make trash to approach the cats, collecting the rest of the collectibles for memories. For technical reasons, the entire list of collectibles could not be included in the description of the aforementioned trophy. So, in order to easily navigate the guide, note that the Lucky Charm description
centralizes all collectibles, and you just have to click on the images of those you miss to be sent back. Lucky Charm contains a description of the objects on the first page of Haru's laptop, while Hoarding takes care of the second page, and Memories combines the last two. You'll find a regular summary link, but you can also click back on the keyboard. Once
all the objects have been restored and your room is decorated, you will no longer be afraid of shadows at midnight, and it is with the conviction that you will be able to announce: I am not afraid of you anymore! Hidden Trophies (Show) Trophies Received (All Show) x Earned all the other trophies a well-deserved rest after all these scares. x Cleared the
opening to complete the prologue. A trophy related to history. x Cleared Chapter 1 Full Chapter One. A trophy related to history. Descending from the mountain, it is enough to get to the house of Haru to close the chapter. x Cleared Chapter 2 Full Chapter Two. A trophy related to history. As soon as Haru leaves his home, new territories will be available.
Take a walk through the cemetery, in the northwest, to meet Mr. Kotovari. Run until you bump into The head ends after the restoration of the right hand stuffed doll. x Cleared Chapter 3 Full Chapter 3. A trophy related to history. It is in the library (library), southwest of the city, that your adventure continues in search of Yui. You'll meet two bosses in this
building. First, it is Mr. Kotovari's new appearance in the exhibition hall. To get rid of it you will have to make sure that he smashes one of the windows during the attack. The window in question is in the left lane of the room, and unlike the others in the same row, the protective carpet is red rather than blue. Avoid attacks by a monomaniacal ghost and strut
yourself so that it frees the idol trapped under the glass. After doing this, take it to get rid of the wrong fit and restore the ancient jade pearl. Continue your progress until you reach the mirror room. It's the boss of the end of the chapter. To get rid of them, you will have to turn off four lamps and avoid ghostly doubles. Feel free to abuse the use of cardboard
boxes to protect yourself from embarrassment. x Cleared Chapter 4 Full Chapter 4. A trophy related to history. Now it's time to look into an empty building in the north. The goal will be to make your way to the third floor to face the boss. This is a room haunted by a number of objects. The goal is to avoid them all until the candlestick picks you up the noises
and throws fireballs at you. There you will have to put yourself in such a way that one of the flames reached the pillar. x Cleared Chapter 5 Full Chapter 5. A trophy related to history. The suite takes place in a more rural place, as it is in the forest you will have a new meeting with Mr. Kotovari. You can access the landfill through the rice fields (field) to the east.
To get rid of the scissor fad this time, you have to collect five pieces from the robot. The first is obtained by opening access to the landfill, the remaining four pick up in it while Haru is pursued. You can hide behind some vehicles to temporarily avoid ghost sightings. Five parts recovered, you get rid of Mr. Kotovari and get the emblem of courage. As soon as
Haru leaves the landfill before getting to the railway platform, collect the trophy for Spoils of War. Then take the train to meet the boss. Nothing very complicated here, just run away taking care to avoid blood stains that greatly slow down your character. The bridge to finish it. Note that as a result of this passage, you will find a red umbrella on the ground. You
can pick it up and repeat your steps to offer it a bloody rain and get a white handkerchief before proceeding. x Cleared Chapter 6 Full Chapter 6. A trophy related to history. Mr. Iomawari captured Hara and took him to a factory in a nearby village. The goal will simply leave the premises through the main portal. Note that once you get out of the metal structure
and passing the area where you have to move the board, you land on a road that eventually turns right (to you). Before you go there, pay attention to the path to the left, in the background, which leads to the statue of Geez. Turn it on, it will be good for the future. Another statue of Jiza is located next to the portal. Once out of the factory, you will chase a big
spherical ghost full of eyes. Again, the goal is to escape to the sanctuary. Especially beware of his hands. Once you notice that the little ghosts it produces don't stay more than two or three seconds, it will be much easier to calculate the trajectory. x Cleared Chapter 7 Full Chapter Seven. A trophy related to history. Did you always hate going through the
sewers? A small maze (without a map) that is unfortunately not going to make you change your point of view, especially since there are quite a few objects to pick up. At the end of the underground area is a staircase to climb. Favor it and take the first door you come across to get out activating the statue of Jiz. Go back inside and reach the top of the dam. To
escape from the boss, you have to go under the left hand (right of the screen) several times until it reaches the other side of the road. The skeleton raises its hands several times, sometimes to the left, sometimes to the right. When its orbits come to life with a red glow, it means that it will lift one of its hands high for quite some time. Watch which hand he
raises, and as soon as you notice that it is his left hand, run to the right to pass below, and continue your run. Iterate the operation twice to get rid of it. x Cleared Chapter 8 Full Chapter 8. A trophy related to history. Behind the dam you just crossed is flooded land. It is with a certain boredom you will cross this area, filled with a new type of enemy, a kind of
very hairy and especially fast little spider. Always be alert and constantly point a flashlight at these creatures to keep them at bay and make them disappear after a seemingly endless time. In the second part it is with relative happiness that you will find a familiar face in mr. Kotovari's face. The area has several objects, but their recovery will be more peaceful
without having a pair of giant scissors behind you ready to cut you in half. So quickly head south to get to the stairs leading to the shrine. Mr. Kotovari has been following you ever since. To get rid of it, you will have to remove the garbage clogging the cobblestones in front of the altar. Then you can turn around and explore the flooded area at the end of the
chapter. x Cleared Chapter 9 Full Chapter Nine. A trophy related to history. At the beginning of the chapter, you will come across Yui in one way or another. To continue, she will have to speak three times when she returns to her human form. This comes after he has launched three attacks, so at least one more will have to be avoided. In each series, stand
next to her in preparation for the third attack to have time to contact her and talk to her. Collect the Yui tape and then continue your progress in grief by paying attention to the warning written on the billboard. x Overcame the malice of Defeat ill-will. A trophy related to history. When you arrive at a place visited with Yui during the prologue, a tree with a rope,
you can listen to the voice and do as your friend to get back on the title screen ... Or you can follow the sign's advice without listening to your voice and turning. You will pick up the draft leaf 1, and then discover the entrance to the cave uphill. Cross the cave to get to the end of the boss. To overcome it, it will be enough to cut four red threads. Remember not
to listen to your voice, so always do the opposite of what the boss suggests you do. Don't move: this is a sign you have to run. Come cut the line, come: stay, don't approach. Run, run, run: don't move. x Cleared all chapters complete all chapters. A trophy related to history. The trophy will fall shortly after Thorne Aander. x Flying a paper plane a total of 30
times The launch of a paper plane thirty times. You can get this trophy as soon as you take your first paper plane, on the ground or in a garbage bag. Then you just have to throw it about 30 times. You can always run the same plane thirty times in a row, picking it up every time, or launching one from time to time when needed to distract the ghosts. This
object is easy to obtain in many copies and is particularly effective in attracting the attention of ghosts, especially with a knife. The trophy can also be in one such case. x Defeated five or more nebulous phenomena (ectoplasm) eliminate at least five hazic phenomena (ectoplasm). The misty phenomena are round ghosts, a little cloudy, and drawing a face. To
make them disappear, just tap them with a flashlight for a few seconds or take them in the light of street lights. After a while they will also faint on their own, doing nothing but avoid them, so that this trophy will fall without you even not paying attention. x Took the trophy Select trophy. You can get this item from Chapter 5. It's located just after the dump in the
woods (and just before you get on the platform to get on the train. what you need to do is hide fifty times what should happen naturally. x Made a proposal Jizo Statues a total of 20 times You have made at least twenty offerings to the statues of Jiz. Making a coin offering a statue of Jiza saves your game. There is a room next to each statue and you will find
them many times elsewhere. So feel free to use them regularly to keep your progress. You had to save about 20 times well before the end of the game. Note that statues have the ability to teleport you to another statue already in the same city, and it is free. x Kicked can a total of 10 times kick in the canoes ten times. This trophy is cumulative throughout the
game, but you can very well kick ten punches in the same can get rid of it. You'll find a can all over the land, but if you're looking for a specific place, you can find one in the cat area. x Open garbage bags a total of 20 times Open garbage bags twenty times. Your driveway will be littered with closed garbage bags. Open them to get contents, often pebbles, a
piece or a paper plane; much less common cat food. The latter does not seem to be available until after the game. You will have enough opportunities to open garbage bags for the rest of the game to get the trophy. Beware of the mimes that are excited when you get too close to them. x Pet has a total of 10 cats Caress ten cats. To be able to Cat, you will
have to approach him first, which requires at least one cat cat. Once this fish-like object is at your disposal, you will have to throw it next to the cat. This one will come to try it out and you'll be able to caress it by putting you close. You have to position yourself so that the red exclamation point seems to be able to interact with the cat. There's no point in petting
the same cat ten times in a row. If there is only one blue question mark, you will only pick up the food and the cats can escape. Only one cat is needed for the trophy. If you need to find cats, you can go to a small area north of the House of Haru. There are always three, as shown in the video. You can return several times to this area to check the trophy. Note
that the cat Calico never let me approach him. x Walking a dog for a total of 10 minutes Walking a dog for a total of ten minutes. This trophy can only be obtained after the end of the game, once the brown puppy charm is at your disposal. When that's the case, just go to your house to equip it. Get out of the house and walk with Chaco for ten minutes in
search of new items. x Picked up something transparent Choose something transparent. It is hard to see a transparent object located in an alley perpendicular to the avenue that runs along the river and contains a minimarket 24. Use the statue of Jiza at the entrance to the area and then stroll along the avenue. The second left (so right) should be the desired
lane. Take a walk down the street to see Haru stumble like in the video, indicating that there is something. All that remains is to click to get the object. Summary collectibles x have affected the game a total of 20 times Murres twenty times. See 80. x Suffered the game a total of 50 times Murrez fifty times. See 80. x Suffered the game a total of 80 times
Murrez eighty times. No particular difficulty, just die eighty times. With all the traps and deception in the game you have to reach the quota without forcing yourself too much. x Read 5 different bulletin boards Read five billboards. It's read big wooden billboards clogging the corners of the streets. They tend to have a board on top as protection, and the bottom
of the panel is sometimes green as in the illustration. This type of sign is scattered all over the city and you just have to read five of them. x Collected all the happy charms of Reap all happy charms. Happy charms are objects You can equip yourself in Haru's room. There are ten in total to collect and seven of them automatically get by advancing and ending
the story. The other three, namely the cata moustache, the small flower and the charm of the centipede are derived from specific actions. Click on the name of the objects that will be sent to their descriptions in Memories or click directly on the images in the notebook below. Collections framed in red require the pre-purchase of other objects. So you'd rather
take care of it one last time. Access to key and usable flashlight objects: obtained automatically at the beginning of the story after watching the fireworks, and then loses sight of Yui. Blue Ribbon: Individual automatically at the beginning of the story. Broken charm: received automatically, going down the mountain during the first chapter. Stuffed Doll's Right
Arm: received automatically after the first encounter with Mr. Kotovari at the end of chapter two.summary of the collection of old jade beads: received automatically in the library (library) after a collision with Mr. Kotovari during Chapter 3. Picture diary: received automatically in an abandoned house during Chapter 4. Emblem of Courage: Received
automatically after colliding with Mr. Kotovari in the woods in the chapter five.summary of the Collectibles Catfish Whiskers: this charm is restored in the sewers, after the game. Back to the sewer entrance and after a few steps, Haru will feel earthquake. Continue through the sewer until you reach the first room where four questions have been asked before
the creature appears. In this room you will find a wooden board. Take it, go through the south door and continue until you can place it in front of the hatch. Enter a new area where lighting will be limited to that of your flashlight. At the end of the road, you can regain the charm. To avoid getting lost in the sewers, follow the video.summary Brown puppy
collectibles: received automatically after the game is over. Small flower: A small flower picked up by the main character of the first Yomawari in the village next door. You'll have to talk to her five times to be her friend, in five different places. A sanctuary in the centre of the city (in the center of the city) where you restore the charm of centipedes. The
northernmost crossing (Shin train) on the map. After the conversation you will find Kid's Note 7 on the ground. In, at the end of the rusty plates forming a path to the sublime platform where puzzle 6 is restored. If The statue of Jiza in the factory is not activated, you must be captured by Mr. Yomawari. See the faded flower to learn how to do it, and get a video
illustration. In front of his dog's grave, in the woods, where the quest to get the tapes begins. In front of the cave, north of the map, and east towards the crossing. During the last conversation, a small flower will be given to you. Note that ordering places is important and that you will have to leave the city every time to activate a new scene. You can find a route
to do in the video below. In the first two places, there is no one, since the conversations have already taken place. I'm still going there to show the places and turn myself in to indicate the position of the protagonist.summary collectibles Centipede Charm: this charm is derived from the main character of the first game after eliminating some ghosts. First, head
to the sanctuary in the center of the village next door. Throw the coin in the offering box (saisen). This will have the effect of making salt appear on the ground behind you as well as seven ghosts in the neighborhood. Eliminate all ghosts by throwing salt at them. The location of the ghosts is shown on the map below. When you don't have salt reserves, go
back and toss the coin into the sepass to refuel. Once all the ghosts have disappeared, return to the sanctuary to regain the charm after a small discussion.summary collectible Scribbled Note: received automatically in the second chapter. Blue Scribble: In an empty building, a summary of Black Scribble collectibles: in an abandoned building (empty building).
Summary Red Doodle Collectibles: In an abandoned building (empty building). Yui Tape: Received automatically during the ninth chapter. summary Letter to yui collectibles: on the porch of Yui's house, after completing the game. Next door is Paper Scrap 8.summary paper Scrap 1 collection of objects: in the mountains, right next to the hanged tree of man.
You get this item automatically if you're looking for a real end to the game, a summary of scrap 2 paper collection items: in a mountain cave, on the way to the end of the boss summary.Paper Scrap 3 collectibles: near 24.summary minimarket paper Scrap 4 items collection: on the way to connecting the building (empty building) and the nearest statue of
Jizo.summary paper waste 5 collectibles: northeast of the residential area (apartment). : at the factory (factory) village next door, on the ground, near the metal structure.summary brown stamp collectibles: in the residential area of the village next door, near the park.summary of the collection x Decorated your house Some objects in your collection will
automatically decorate your room. This trophy has to fall as you look to get memories. No further concrete action will be taken on your part. The rest of the description lists collectibles on the second page of Haru's notebook. Pinwheel: In an abandoned lot north of the cemetery.summary watering can collect: at the end of a cul-de-sac near the bridge leading
to the rice fields (field): a summary of the Pins collection facilities: under the roof of the factory, next to rusty plates forming a path to reach the raised platform.Summary. Summary of broken collectibles friendship bracelets: deep in the sewers, in the room of the southwest stairs leading to the first floor. Walk through the statue of Jiza Dam for faster access. ,
after the sanctuary, which had to be cleaned floor.summary collectibles License plate: on the landfill of the forest (forests), after rice fields (field). At the foot of armchair.summary of Piggy Bank collectibles: in the wasteland (empty lot) of the city, northwest. Little Candle: In the middle of the road in the rice fields (field). You have to walk, passing close to the cat
area, at the end of the road on which lies a broken phone. The road to the south is partially blocked by a barrier. Go to the right and go all the way, summary of rubber duck collectibles: in a flooded area on a dam (dam). Bright Red Scarf Collectibles summary: on a vacant lot in the next city, in the northeast, near the Xing.summary of Girls' Comic Collectibles:
on the ground floor of the library (library). : Right in the center of the city (centre) of the next village, at the end of the street, closed barrier.summary of collectibles deflated balloon: in the area of apartments, on the street parallel to the river shortly before the bridge.summary of Cocoon collectibles: in the wasteland next to the house Yui.summary of shogi Piece
collectibles : in the flooded area on the dam (dam). Items from the Harmony Collection: at the end of the road leading to the school (school) in the village next door.Summary of collectible objects Divided by the rings of the puzzle: in the corner of the sewer. : in the garden is close enough to the house of Haru. To complete the puzzle, you have to restore ten
parts whose places are given in memories. x Collected all used items collect all used items. There are a total of eight items to use in the game that will allow you to protect yourself or deflect threats. Most of them naturally get on the floor or rue in garbage bags. See the image below to determine which objects you miss and click on the image that will be sent
to the purchase description. Please note that a list of key objects is attached to it. Access to Library Keys Collectibles: Restored in the library (library) during chapter three.summary of key and usable objects Rusty Plibers: collected mandatory on the floor, to the left of the entrance to the abandoned building (empty building) during Chapter 4.summary key and
usable objects Key Study: collected obligatory in an abandoned building (empty building) during chapter 4.summary key and fit to use robot right hand : Received, During Chapter Five, summary of key and usable objects robot Left hand: collected from the forest landfill in Chapter 5. Summary of key and usable robot neck objects: collected from a forest dump
(forest) in the chapter five.summary key and use of the robot's right foot: collected obligatory in wood dumps (forests) in the chapter five.summary key and fit to Robot Body Objects Use: Collected mandatory in wood landfill (forests) in chapter five.summary key and usable sewer key objects: collected necessarily near the sewer entrance during chapter
seven.summary key and usable Dirty Key Objects : collected obligatory in sewers during Chapter Seven : mandatory recovered from the sewerage during chapter Seven.summary key and usable objects of the Old Key: collected mandatory in the flooded area of the dam (dams) during the chapter Eight.summary key and usable objects Pen: on the ground,
before entering the abandoned building (empty building). : in a small cul-de-sac near the library (library). Angle: obtained in copious quantities on the ground or in garbage bags. Paper plane: received in copious quantities on the ground or in garbage bags. Firefly: obtained by searching the land, in some places in particular, for example around the pond
(pond) or in the wood (forests) of the village next door. Trash Bag: Obtained by searching for land, in particular places, for example, at the end of the avenue parallel that containing supermarket 24 and on the other side of the bank. Salt: Received by starting a quest to get the centipede charm in the village next door. The video illustrates that just throwing a
coin in downtown to have salt appear behind you.summary key and usable animal feed objects: obtained randomly by opening garbage bags. It seems that this object can be restored only after the end of the game and its appearance is quite rare. Open all the garbage bags you encounter. Doll: Received by playing hide-and-seek with Hanako on a street
southeast of the village's town centre next door. The street is H-shaped, and there is only one entrance which makes the search quite easy. If necessary, the video shows four positions of Hanako. Summary of key and usable elements x Completed your collection Complete your collection. The longest trophy in the game, he will ask to restore 116 objects
from collections scattered around the world. Collections framed in red in resumes require pre-purchase of other objects. So you'd rather take care of it one last time. The rest of the description lists the third and fourth pages of Haru's notebook. Bones: at the end of a cul-de-sac at the beginning of the sewer. Before descending from a metal structure.summary
of Conch Collectibles: in the middle of the road leaving sewers.summary collection of objects Bar Magnet: at the foot of the slide in the slide in the next door park.summary of the Torn Collectibles Poster: south in the area apartments.summary empty collection box: in the woods (forest) , at the foot of the statue of newspaper collectibles: soon after the bridge,
allowing access to the area of the abandoned building . Dog Toy: In the middle of a wasteland near Yui's house, a summary of Torn Doll Collectibles: at the bottom of a cave in the mountains where you defeated the ultimate boss, a summary of the Collectibles Trophy: right after the dump in the woods (forest), and shortly before getting on the platform to get
on the train.summary of Straw Hat Collectibles : To get a straw hat, you already have to be in possession of a penk. Then go to the alley west of the cemetery, and open the closed door with a pen. Once this is done, prepare your garbage bag and proceed carefully through this ghost populated area. Teh will stand still and only there to set the mood by making
your heart beat. At some point you will see the bottom of the garden and at the foot of the wall a large patch of blood. Passing your flashlight over this place, the new ghost will be visible and it will flow almost immediately on you. You have to be quick to pull out the garbage bag between the time you lit the ghost and the time it jumps on you. The time interval
is very short. The Inquisitor is gone, get out of the bag and get a hat in the middle of the pool of blood.summary collectibles Wriggling Furball: west in the rice fields area (field). When you pass through, you will be controlled by a ghost. Hide in the bushes at the end of the road and only get out when the voice tells you to be safe.summary of Weird Urn
Collectibles: only at the level of the statue of Jiz in the mountains four lanterns. When you return after the end of the game, you will hear the sound of the bell, which will be closely followed by a series of red tracks. Once you hear the first sound of the bell, don't move, and wait for the prints to disappear completely. Then head north to find an item, a summary
of large moly collectibles: use the statue of Jiz to the east of the street between the two apartments. At the end of this street there will be a ghost in the form of a giant head. So he's going to run you away! After a while, the head will disappear. Go back to where it appeared to get item.summary lion-dog Set collectibles: Acquiring this batch of statues requires
the first restoration of round red stone and blue lion dog. The first object must be placed on the statue of a red lion dog, and the second on a blue lion dog, the location of which can be found below or on video. After that, the fun begins. Between these two places appears, at the turn of the alley, a giant blue head. Instead of moving away quickly, it will have to
gradually come close to the blue statue. When you are in front of the statue, a red exclamation point will appear indicating possible interaction. So click the cross button. The head should reappear in the area, and then it should be directed next to the red statue and interact with it. Note that the head must brighten to be able to interact with the red statue, and
that the order in which you use the statues does not matter, in the video I start with red. Destroyed heads, you can bring home a couple of statues, summary of objects Scribble Mask: The mask is automatically obtained after inspecting ten graphites scattered in two villages. Haru, being an intelligent girl, she will indicate if the graffiti observed has already
been noticed, and especially how many different have already been found. The location of the ten sketched portraits is listed below. After doing so, return to the location of the first room, on the wasteland in front of the bridge leading to the abandoned building (empty building) and watch the stage. Summary Mummified Fish collectibles: Purchasing mummified
fish will require the use of salt and some usable objects such as pebbles or paper planes. Go to the pond (pond) and throw in ten pebbles. There is a pretty high probability that they will reappear behind you, so if you don't have exactly ten objects, it doesn't matter. Then there will be a small ghost in the form of a skull. Make it disappear with salt so you can
get the object. Elements of the Spirit Shell collection: at the end of the road opposite supermarket 24 is a dispenser of drinks. This is the only one that you can put coins in. Invest ten to land in an alternate reality. Follow the road, pushing the shells and paying attention to the ectoplasm. Once you reach the other side of the river, you will return to the original
world. Go down the stairs you just climbed to get Gold Coin Collectibles: once the game is over, return to the place where you found Watering Can. Now the dead end is inhabited by a crying stone. It will have to be transported to the garden, which housed a used warmer hand. The stones will appear to show you the route.summary chicken collectibles: once
the game is over, the chicken appears next to an abandoned building (empty building). Interact with it, summary of old tree collecting: after the end of Chapter 4, return to an abandoned building (empty building) and go to the post. You'll only have a flashlight to light up. Once in front of the pole, turn off the flashlight and then witness scene.summary withered
flower collectibles: this flower is in the factory (factory) and is not available on the first visit. Head southeast of the area, near the statue of Jiza, to witness the scene with Mr. Iomavari. Follow him to a small wasteland to find If you did not activate the statue in the factory on your first visit, you must be captured by Mr. Yomawari, because the gate to enter the
factory on the other side will be closed. To that end, don't take Chaco with you and walk in front of Haru's house, as shown in video.summary Broken Cellphone Collectibles: getting a broken phone requires a doll. Once this one is in your inventory go outside perpendicular to the sub-cat. You will see the phone on the ground ringing. Prepare the doll and pick
up the phone. Then wait for seven rings. After the seventh, pick up to stumble upon Miss Mary. As she points out, she's right behind you. Run, turn around and throw the doll that will keep her busy for a while. Once the ghostly damsel banishes, pick up your item.summary of rice stalks collectibles: harvesting rice straw will require throwing fifteen pieces into
the sequins of the sanctuary in the rice fields (field). The first parts will show the spirit of the places in the offer box, the last of them will make it come out. It appears briefly to the right of the sepass before disappearing and leaving the desired plants. Note that you don't have to throw away fifteen at once. In the video, I only show the second part, after stocking
up on the parts. Beforehand I had already thrown half a dozen pieces.summary of the White Handkerchief Collectibles: after passing by train and haunted by a ghost lady during chapter five, you won't miss the red umbrella lying on the ground. It just needs to be returned to the level of the paddle, where the red rain soaks up the ground. All you have to do is
go back to Hara's room and then leave the house to find the object in the middle of the garden. First equip yourself with a Sharm Brown puppy so that the dog follows you and then go to the forest village next door until you reach the grave there. If you already have a small flower, this is where you communicated with the girl. Chaco will start barking and then
leave you alone. Then head to the former main character's house to find Chaco with the object in question. ten pieces of the puzzle. This item allows you to have a full map of the two villages. Puzzle 1: At the end of the cul-de-sac near Yui's.summary of the puzzle 2 object collection: right in front of the house of Haru.summary puzzle 3 collectibles: in the
basement of the library (library), after meeting with Mr. Yomawari.summary puzzles 4 collectible objects: On the ground floor of an abandoned building (empty building) in the lobby : in the woods (forest), shortly before dump.summary puzzle 6 collectibles: at the factory (factory), at the end of a rusty plate forming a path to reach the elevated
platform.summary puzzle 7 objects collection : in the sewer floors, at the end of the aisle temporarily freed from the movement of ghost crabs.summary objects of the collection Puzzle 8 , shortly after the use of the old key and thus near Jizo statue.summary puzzle 9 collectibles: at the end of the alley southwest of the cemetery (cemetery). : in the forest
(forests), in front of dump.summary collectibles Part 3: at the observatory in mountain.summary collectibles Part 4: in a flooded area on a dam (dam). Summary of Collectibles Part 5: At the foot of the swing in the village park next door.Kid summary's Note 1 collectible: at the foot of the statue of Jiz on the street between two apartments.summary Of Kid's
Note 2 collectibles: in the area of apartments.summary of Kid's Note 3 collection of objects: north in the area of apartments.summary children's collectibles. : on the street east of the minimarket 24.summary Of Kid's Note 5 collectibles: at the turn of the path in the rice fields (field). : near the cat area.summary collectibles x Walked 1000 steps Take a thousand
steps. Probably the easiest trophy in the game; he's just asking a few hundred meters, which should be done before the end of the first chapter. x Faced ghost crows Meet the ghost of a crow. When you come through the crows on your way, they will fly as you approach. There is, however, a chance that the ghost of the crow will appear at that time. This
appearance seems random, but a group of crows on the main avenue of the apartment, just before crossing the bridge and arriving on Supermarket Avenue 24, are likely to make said ghost appear. The video below illustrates this phenomenon. I would like to warmly greet zaza for her help in working with many images of the guide. This made it a lot easier for
me to focus on the essentials, which is why I was able to build a guide the way I wanted. I also don't forget all the work done by Fethe to edit and download the twenty-eight video tutorial. Let him be here to thank him. Thanked.
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